
ABSTRAK 

This research will describe what are the civil legal aspects in transaction 

between the customers and Bank through A TM, what are the legal effects raised 

in the transaction between the customers and Bank through ATM and how about 

the claim respon sibility of Bank if it Occurred "wan prestasi" in transaction via 

ATM. 

The research included in the normative legal research. The main materials in 

this consist of primary one, completed with secondary legal material. The 

materials are collected by inventarizing, then collecting and identifying. The 

analysis is conducted in qualitative normative manner. 

From the analysis, it has been known that the legal correlation between bank 

and its customers, not in special way regulated in Banking Act. According to the 

outhor, the form of legal relation between bank and its deposit customers can be 

construction as an agreement of loaner-Ioanee; especially in money. The basis of 

author consideration are first, the finds deposited to the Bank by customers, will 

be needed by the bank as bank assets, this means it will be a bank property. 

Second" the bank has a freedom to use the customer's funds to increase the 

operation and bank activities in professional meanner by using a careful principle, 

while the depositors don't have right to the use of funds by the bank. Third, the 

customers deposit their funds to the bank without payment of freely, but the bank 

will give an interest. The status of fund property after deposited to the bank and 

during saved in bank, is owned by the bank. Therefor, during the funds haven't 
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been taken by the outomers bank has a right to use the fund for its needs as if it is 

the fund owner. Funds depositted become a bank asset and included in the 

bankrupty assets in the case it occurred a bankrupt. In transaction between bank 

and the depositor customers, the principle of contract freedom and agreement 

principle can't be applied maximally as well as agreement in general. The 

agreement between bank and its customers has been made in absolut form that 

contains the pre-determined requerement by the bank it self. In this relation, there 

isn't equal bargaining position between bank and its customers; there isn't a 

freedom to the customers to establish negoziation about proposed requirements. 

That the legal effects raised in the transaction between Bank and customers that 

deposit their funds via A TM is both parties are tied in the wigned agreement 

although the A TM position is only as a facility and adendum in this agreement. 

Other legal consequence is that the responsibility or risk matter become a burden 

for bank. Bank has full respon sibility to the fund security that deposited by 

customers and must to secure it maximally. If in transaction via ATM, it decured a 

technical error of A TM machine so it can give a loss to the customers, it can be 

said that bank has conducted "wanprestasi". Therefor, bank can be claimed based 

on the "Wanprestasi", also based on the regulation of article 1367. 
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